Without this ability, reporting the completeness of MSAs may be the best that can be achieved. So 40 far, the only metric sometimes used is the percent missing data for a sequence 9 or an alignment 10 , 41 but neither is sufficiently transparent and insightful. To ameliorate this, we developed a minimum 42 reporting standard (MRS) for MSAs. 43
Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) play a pivotal role in studies of molecular sequence data, 20
but nobody has developed a minimum reporting standard (MRS) to quantify the completeness 21 of MSAs. We present an MRS that relies on four simple completeness metrics. The metrics are 22 implemented in AliStat, a program developed to support the MRS. A survey of published MSAs 23 illustrates the benefits and unprecedented transparency offered by the MRS. 24
25
MSAs are widely used during annotation and comparison of molecular sequence data, allowing us 26 to identify medically important substitutions 1 , infer the evolution of species 2 , detect lineage-and 27 site-specific changes in the evolutionary processes 3 and use ancestral sequence reconstruction to 28 engineer new enzymes 4 . There is a wide range of computational tools to obtain MSAs, and two of 29 these (i.e., Clustal W 5 and Clustal X 6 ) are now among the 100 most cited papers in science 7 . 30 31 MSAs often have gaps inserted between the nucleotides or amino acids of some of the sequences. 32
These gaps are inserted to maximize the homology of residues from different sequences. A correct 33 MSA is necessary for accurate genome annotation, phylogenetic inference and ancestral sequence 34 reconstruction. However, deciding where to put the alignment gaps may be more art than science. 35 This is because homology is defined as similarity due to historical relationships by descent 8 . Most 36 of these relationships belong to the unobservable distant past, so it is impossible to measure the 37 accuracy of most MSAs inferred from real sequence data. 38 MSA, + is the number of completely specified characters in the th sequence of the MSA, , is
The benefit of new MRS for MSAs is underlined in two surveys of large MSAs ( Table 2 ). In the first 106 case, surveying an MSA of the enzyme carboxyl/cholinesterase 21 revealed that some of the + and 107 , scores are closer to 0.0 than 1.0, and that at least two sequences have no homologous sites in 108 common with completely specified characters in both sequences. Further inspection of the output 109 files revealed large proportions of low + and , scores (Supplementary material), so it might be 110 wise to mask some of the sequences and/or sites before phylogenetic analysis of these data. 
ONLINE METHODS 164
The MRS for MSAs is first-of-a-kind, and AliStat, which enables compliance with the MRS for MSAs, 165 is, to our knowledge, the first program to compute the four completeness scores presented above. 166
AliStat is written in C++ and is available, under an CSIRO Open Source Software License Agreement 167 (variation of the BSD / MIT License), from http://github.com/thomaskf/AliStat/). 168
169
AliStat reads a text file with nucleotide, di-nucleotide, codon or amino-acid sequences, which are 170 aligned and saved in the FASTA format. In other words, AliStat considers alphabets with four, 16, 171 20, and 64 states. If the sequences comprise single nucleotides, the characters may be lumped to 172 form six 3-state alphabets (i.e., CRT, AGY, ACK, GMT, AST and CGW) and seven 2-state alphabets 173 The brief-mode execution was included to allow users to quickly obtain the essential values from a 186 great number of alignments (e.g., when comparing genomes phylogenetically). scores, the Table_2.csv file may be analyzed using the Histogram_Cr.R file. In some cases, users 203 may want to infer a tree or network based on the -. score (or the ℐ -. score, where ℐ -. = 1.0 − 204 -. ). In such cases, .dis files may be analyzed by, for example, SplitsTree 23 . The heat map, which 205
If the -m option is used, the original MSA is split into two, with all sites having a , score larger 207 than a user-specified threshold saved in a file called Mask.fst and the other sites saved in a file 208 called Disc.fst. The two .fst files may be analyzed separately by other means (e.g., phylogenetic 209 programs 
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Analysis of lepidopteran nuclear data from a study by Kawahara et al. 2 63
The alignment of amino acids labelled SA4_aminoacid_supermatrix_resorted_renamed.fas 64 was surveyed using AliStat v1.11. The alignment comprised 203 sequences and 749,791 sites. 65 alignments. Again, the benefit of this heat map is realized by enlarging the image. In this case, 89
the two most incomplete sequences are identified as being from the genera Leucoptera and 90
Pseudopostega. 91 92 
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